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The microstructure of aluminazirconia-silica (AZS) materials is
changing during use, which is
one reason for the investigations
the results of which are presented here. The paper will therefore
deal with the microstructure of
fused cast AZS blocks after production, during use and after
cooling the furnace and block,
respectively. The presence of different mineral phases found in
samples removed from an operating glass furnace to answer
questions respecting glass production problems is explained.

1 Introduction
Fused cast alumina-zirconia-silica (AZS) materials are the preferred refractories for the
furnace area in contact with the glass melt
when melting soda-lime-silica glass. They
are also used as sidewall material in the
combustion chamber as well as crown material especially with oxygen fired furnaces.
Their microstructure (mineral phases, grain
size) is of great interest since it heavily influences their properties such as chemical reDipl.-Ing. Bernhard Fleischmann
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Fig. 1 Equilibrium phase diagram of Al2O3 – SiO2 – ZrO2 [2]

sistance to surrounding media (glass melt,
flue gases, condensation products, etc.).
If unexpected incidents occur during a glass
melting campaign, such as heavy corrosion
or increasing appearance of glass defects,
test specimens may be taken to determine
the cause. Analysis of chemical and mineralogical composition as well as other investigations may lead to wrong interpretations if
the microstructure and mineral phases of the
blocks during and after production are not
well known. Moreover, the microstructure of
these materials is changing during use,
which is one reason for the investigations
that are presented here. The paper will
therefore deal with the microstructure of
fused cast AZS blocks after production, during use and after cooling the furnace and
block, respectively.

2 Microstructure after production
The production process of fused cast AZS refractories can shortly be described as follows: The raw materials commonly used contain zirconia, silica, alumina, sodium oxide
and other additives. They are mixed and
melted in an arc furnace with graphite elec-
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trodes. After melting at temperatures above
2000 °C and bubbling with oxygen at the
end of the melting campaign the casting is
carried out. The cast blocks are slowly
cooled. All these production steps have an
effect on the developing microstructure.
The choice of raw materials depends on
availability, purity and price. Especially the
expensive zirconium based raw materials are
adapted for the demands on the refractory
when used. Sodium is used, among other
things, to lower the melting temperature so
that less energy is necessary and the corrosion of the arc furnace is diminished. The
bubbling oxidizes the melt and decreases
the danger of bubble generation when the
refractory materials get in contact with glass
melts.
The formation of the microstructure during
production of the fused cast AZS blocks can
be illustrated by phase diagrams and with
the help of an ice block.
Fig. 1 shows a phase diagram of ZrO2 –
Al2O3 – SiO2 [1, 2] that can be used to calculate the concentration of the main mineral phases found in fused cast AZS blocks. The
diagram includes three single components
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Fig. 2 Phase diagram of Al2O3 – SiO2 – ZrO2 with crystallization path of an AZS
refractory material of the chemical composition 41 mass-% ZrO2, 46 mass-% Al2O3
and 12 mass-% SiO2

Fig. 3 Model for visualizing the
intercrystalline linkage of two minerals

(ZrO2, Al2O3 and SiO2) and two intermediate
compounds (mullite 3 Al2O3 ·2 SiO2 and zircon ZrO2 ·SiO2).
The first question to answer is which phase
crystallizes out of the melt in each area. It is
corundum in the alumina rich corner, baddeleyite in the zirconia rich corner, cristobalite
in the small area in the silica corner and mullite in the field between cristobalite and
corundum according to [1]. The second
question is what happens to zircon. As we
are dealing with a five and more component
system with impurities in reality rather than
a three component one, the decomposition
temperature of zircon is far below 1775 °C
(down to 1450 °C depending on reaction
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partner and its concentration [3]). That is
why baddeleyite cristallizes in the field of the
ZrO2 corner.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, where the starting
point S represents the chemical composition
41 mass-% ZrO2, 46 mass-% Al2O3 and
12 mass-% SiO2 (the rest is sodium oxide),
the crystallisation path follows first the red
and then the blue line to the eutectic point.
Using the phase diagram to estimate the
share of the mineral phases and the composition of the residual melt the following calculation results:
• Chemical composition of the melt at starting point: 41 mass-% ZrO2, 46 mass-%
Al2O3 and 12 mass-% SiO2
• Crystallisation of baddeleyite along the
red line: Mineral phase and chemistry at
the end of the red line: 13,8 mass-% baddeleyite in 86,2 mass-% residual melt
with 32,4 mass-% ZrO2, 53,3 mass-%
Al2O3 and 14,2 mass-% SiO2
• Crystallisation of baddeleyite and corundum along the blue line. Chemistry at the
end of the blue line: 18,7 mass-% baddeleyite and 5,0 mass-% corundum in
76,2 mass-%
residual melt with
30,1 mass-% ZrO2, 53,4 mass-% Al2O3
and 16,2 mass-% SiO2
• At the eutectic point baddeleyite, corundum and mullite should crystallise at a
constant temperature of 1726 °C regarding the phase diagram. But in reality only

Fig. 4 Sketch of the onion like structure
of a real AZS block that was not in
equilibrium during cooling procedure

baddeleyite and corundum crystallise and
a vitreous phase freezes due to the sodium
content; looking at the phase diagram of
SiO2 – Al2O3 – Na2O this will be unterstandable
• After crystallisation at the eutectic:
40,2 mass-% ZrO2, 41,3 mass-% Al2O3
are present as crystalline mineral phase
besides 18,5 mass-% vitreous phase with
4,4 mass-% ZrO2, 25,4 mass-% Al2O3,
64,8 mass-% SiO2 and 5,4 mass-% Na2O.
While calculating the composition of the refractory blocks there has to be borne in mind
that alumina and zirconia do have a common solubility in glass melts of about
30 mass-% depending on the temperature.
The microstructure of these blocks should
consist of some free baddeleyite and corundum embedded into an intercrystalline linkage of both minerals due to the crystallisation in the eutectic point (model: sponge
with frozen water in the pores (Fig. 3)) with
a vitreous phase between the grains. All the
grains are about the same size.
This calculation so far as well as the description of the microstructure is valid only for
equilibrium conditions, i.e. cooling as slowly
as necessary so that the whole block is at
the same temperature! When cooling real
blocks the cooling rate should be as high as
possible to save time and money. The result-
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a
Fig. 5 Inhomogeneous distribution of zirconia in a real AZS block [4]

ing composition and microstructure show
the following changes:
• Increased portion of vitreous phase that
shows decreased part of sodium oxide
(same content of sodium oxide dissolved
in more melt)
• Decreased portion of free baddeleyite and
corundum and increased part of intercrystalline linked phased
• No homogeneous cooling of the block resulting in an onion like structure with different grain sizes (fast cooling → small
grain size; areas of slow cooling rate →
large crystals and grain size) as sketched
in Fig. 4
• Inhomogeneous chemical composition of
the block (Fig. 5).
Fig. 6 helps to understand the origin of
pores inside the fused cast AZS blocks
though water behaves different to AZS
melts. When freezing water in a pot ice develops first on the top and at the sides as the

bottom is protected against the cold by the
support of the pot. Having a lower density
than water the ice is expanding and between the residual water and the ice a cavity appears. Thus the long pores develop as
can be seen in Fig. 6a and sketched in
Fig. 6b.
When producing a fused cast AZS block it is
quite opposite but the same structure and
effects result. The crystalline phase has a
higher density and therefore needs less volume than the melt. As the outside of the refractory block solidifies and crystallises very
fast the residual melt in the interior adjoins
a cavity (see Fig. 4). The crystals that grow
out of the melt during the long cooling
process need less space than is available
from the first solidified outer shape. Pores
are formed between them, thus, the fused
cast AZS blocks have an open porosity of
about 1 vol.-%. Non-destructive investigations with ultrasound confirmed this.

Fig. 7 Investigated remain of a soldier block cut at the metal line area
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b
Fig. 6 Appearance of pores when freezing
water; a) picture of a half frozen block
and b) sketch of the process

3 Changes in
Microstructure during use
3.1 In contact with glass melt
Figs. 7 and 8 show two remains of AZS soldier blocks that were in contact with glass
melt. Fig. 7 shows a cut through a soldier
block of a float glass furnace near the metal

Fig. 8 Side view of a piece of a soldier
block from a container glass furnace cut
from top to bottom
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Fig. 9 Joined pictures of the AZS block at the smallest part (see Fig. 8) determined by
electron microprobe

Fig. 10 Concentration of different oxides in mass-% at the smallest area of soldier
block (see Fig. 8)

line with about 9 cm residual thickness. The
block was placed near the hot spot. The furnace was operated more than 12 years. The
block had a nominal zirconium oxide content
of 41 mass-%.
Previous investigations with a light microscope and an electron microscope were carried out to depict the corrosion process as
far as understood with the help of the results [5]. Watching the chemical and mineralogical changes somewhere in the middle
of an AZS fused cast block the following
process steps roughly describe the course of
events:
During production three phases grow out of
the melt – corundum, baddeleyite and a vitreous phase. The baddeleyite and corundum
exist as free primary crystal or both are entangled due to the eutectic transformation
by inter-crystalline linkage. At the beginning
of operation time, the temperature slowly increases in the middle of the block and the
diffusion of alkaline and alkaline earth elements into the vitreous phase of the block
can be observed. The vitreous phase with increased alkaline content starts to dissolve
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corundum whereas the baddeleyite remains
crystalline and may start to grow since the
common solubility of zirconia and alumina
[6] is exceeded. During the furnace campaign the corrosion at the side with glass
contact continues, i.e., the block looses
weight and the temperature in the middle of
the block rises. The content of alkaline and
earth alkaline elements increases and more
corundum is dissolved. When the temperature is up to more than about 1300 °C and
the content of the vitreous phase with alumina and zirconia reaches saturation crystallisation of secondary zirconia and recrystallisation of corundum as well as formation
of mullite needles can be observed in the vitreous phase. When the corrosion, i.e. the
boundary layer, arrives at the middle of the
block free baddeleyite in a vitreous phase,
containing a lot of components that originate from the glass melt can be seen. The
free baddeleyite will be dissolved or may be
found as stone in the glass product when
corrosion continues. When cooling the block
the vitreous phase may contain feldspar
crystals that grow out of the vitreous phase

during slow cooling but are not present in
the refractory at high temperatures.
Fig. 8 shows a soldier block from a container glass furnace. The block was placed near
the barrier. The furnace was operated more
than 11 years. The block had a nominal zirconia content of 31 – 33 mass-%. The residual thickness at the smallest area is 14 mm.
Fig. 9 shows electron microprobe pictures
that represent the residual thickness at the
smallest area of 14 mm. Different phases
can be distinguished: the light grey grains
are corundum, the small white grains are
baddeleyite and the dark grey areas are vitreous phase. The small arc at the right side is
the residue of the glass melt and boundary
layer, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the chemical composition determined following the
yellow line in Fig. 9. The chemistry was determined over areas with a diameter of
about 1,4 mm each. One can see the diffusion of sodium from the glass melt into the
block (right side) and the diffusion of sodium
from the backside (left side). The soldier
blocks were already backed up with AZS
plates. Glass, that leaves the furnace to go
between soldier block and plate, places sodium at the disposal. Diffusion of alkaline can
occur as the temperature between original
block and plate is high enough.
The increased alumina content at position
4,7 to 6,2 m and the corresponding decreased zirconia content at the same place
are probably due to production rather than
corrosion effects during operation. In Fig. 9
at the left side of the right picture the corresponding area is visible with a lot of corundum but less baddeleyite.

3.2 In contact with flue gases –
evaporation products and dust
particles
Fig. 11 shows the front part of a block that
was installed above the glass level and that
had contact with the flue gases, evaporation
products and dust particles from the batch.
The block was placed slightly above the
glass melt surface. The results of X-ray diffraction (Fig. 12) may suggest the following
corrosion process.
Alkaline evaporated from the surface of the
glass melt (the block was placed near the
hot spot of the furnace) and/or dust from the
batch is disposed on the surface of the refractory. Due to the high temperatures especially the alkaline metals are incorporated
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furnace shut down the silica phase starts to
crystallise and feldspar modifications (X-ray
diffraction indicates fine grains of them)
grow out of it.
If the temperature at the surface of the refractory that is in contact with the combustion chamber is lower, the leakage of the vitreous phase by gravity will not occur. The
same is the case if the alkaline concentration
is smaller (alkaline free or poor glass, less
evaporation, etc.).

4 Summary
Fig. 11 Front part of an AZS block placed above the
metal line and in contact with flue gases and
evaporation products

Post mortem investigations of fused cast AZS
blocks produced in Europe or North America,
and the illustration of the crystallisation
process during production with the aid of

may be found in AZS blocks after production
if the chemistry is slightly different. Mullite
may develop during the corrosion process if
the vitreous phase is saturated with alumina
that is dissolved in the alkaline enriched vitreous phase. Moreover, mullite may grow
when the block is cooled after furnace shut
down. Especially when the cooling is carried
out very carefully to reuse parts of the furnace, the saturation limit decreases with
temperature and there is enough time for
nucleation and crystal growth. Since parts of
the block vanish with corrosion and the
chemistry changes due to diffusion processes, the presence of a mineral phase has to be
reassessed in order not to misinterpret it.
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